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Pelabuhan Perikanan Nusantara Palabuhanratu is the only one type B fishing port on the south coast of West Java, which borders the Indian Ocean. Development of fisheries pancing rumpon in PPN Palabuhanratu is high, so that is need the availability of adequate facilities and services at that port. The study was conducted to find out what facilities and services are available in PPN Palabuhanratu, actual condition, utilization and cost of utilization by fisheries pancing rumpon. Data analysis was conducted descriptively to the actual conditions of facilities and services. Analysis of utilization rates, rates of service and the amount of cost conducted by mathematical formulas. Generaly, facilities and services in PPN Palabuhanratu associate with fisheries pancing rumpon in a condition of functioning. Utilization of the facilities and services by the fisheries pancing rumpon are still smaller than its production capacity, so it is assumed to still be able to enough the needs of fisheries pancing rumpon, if the port facilities and services are only used by the fisheries pancing rumpon. Generaly, the rates of services facilities is quite good to very good. Comparison of the cost concerned facilities and services PPN Palabuhanratu by fisheries pancing rumpon for the cost of investment was 81.5% and for operational costs was 44.0%. Above circumstances provide information that the port facilities and services in PPN Palabuhanratu is enough to serve fisheries pancing rumpon. Facilities and services that necessary to the attention of the manager PPN Palabuhanratu is fish auctions and store logistics.
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